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what to use, how to use it
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Excessive or over-dosing not only increases 
the cost of cleaning, but could result in reduced 
performance and/or more operator time required 
- ie, additional rinsing.

Please follow dosing guidelines to ensure 
your cleaning is always effective, efficient and 
environmental.   
 

Dose once, dose right. Clean once, clean right.

Select correct concentrate for the cleaning task 
and use appropriate PPE (always wear gloves 
when handling chemicals).

Familiarise yourself with the 
handling requirements, hazard and 

usage instructions.

Remove cap from concentrate bottle.

Gently squeeze bottle, pushing liquid up 
‘spout’ and into dosing reservoir.

Stop squeezing once reservoir is full - excess 
chemical will drain back into ‘spout’.

Take empty trigger bottle and remove spray 
head (twist collar anticlockwise)..

Fill bottle with clean water (to bottom of neck).  
You should always add chemical to water, 
never water to chemical.

Carefully pour the contents of the reservoir into 
the trigger bottle. Remember to replace cap on 

concentrate bottle immediately afterwards.

Insert spray head back onto bottle and secure 
and tighten (rotate collar clockwise).

Ensure product is correctly labelled.

Bucket Application
Follow ‘trigger application’ steps 1 through 5.

Fill bucket with fresh, clean water.

Pour contents of dosing bottle reservoir into bucket.  
Make sure the bottle is close to the water’s surface 
and tip gently to avoid chemical splashes.

Large buckets may require a second dose. Once 
dosing is completed, replace cap on concentrate 

bottle and return to storage.

scrubber drier
Dosing process is as per bucket application. You will have to adapt dose quantity 
in accordance to the tank capacity of the machine being used - typically 2 - 4 
doses will be sufficient.
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V series 
are highly 
concentrated, 
highly effective, 
environmentally 
sound cleaning 
chemicals. 

The control range are highly 
concentrated, highly effective 
environmentally sound cleaning 
chemicals.
Excessive or over-dosing not only increases the 
cost of cleaning, but could result in reduced 
performance and/or more operator time required 
- ie, additional rinsing.

Please follow dosing guidelines to ensure 
your cleaning is always effective, efficient and 
environmental.

Dose once, dose right. Clean once, clean right.

M100 Concentrated Washroom Cleaner 
Pleasantly perfumed, concentrated all-round washroom cleaner.  
Contains powerful bactericide, effectively kills bacteria on all hand 
touch surfaces - taps, toilet flush handles, door handles etc.

M200 Fresh Pine Concentrated Multipurpose Cleaner 
Fast acting general purpose cleaner for all water washable surfaces. 
Contains a clean pine fragrance leaving the room with a fresh “just 
cleaned” atmosphere. Equally effective as both a trigger spray cleaner 
as well as a damp mopping detergent.

M300 Low Foam Concentrated Floor Cleaner 
Removes everyday dirt and grease on all types of hard floors. Low 
foaming the product is easy to use and rinses off quickly without 
leaving potentially sticky or slippery residues.  Whilst mainly used as a 
mopping solution, Low Foam Cleaner can be used through a trigger 
spray when extra control is required or when cleaning walls etc. Ideal 
for use through scrubber dryers.

M400 Concentrated Floor Maintainer 
High quality spray cleaning concentrate containing polymer and 
wax to add shine and durability to polished floors. Can be damped 
mopped as well and then will respond to burnishing with a soft/
medium pad.

M500 Concentrated Bactericidal Kitchen Cleaner 
Concentrated bactericidal detergent for use on all kitchen and 
canteen surfaces. Also highly effective on bar tops and surrounds, vital 
on all surfaces around buffet hatches and self service points of sale.

M710 Concentrated Lemon Disinfectant 
Kills smells and malodours, leaves fresh lemon atmosphere. 
Contains a broad spectrum quaternary biocide. For use as a general 
disinfectant for floors, walls and drains in hospitals, schools, nursing 
homes, offices and factories etc. N.B. Do not use in food preparation 
or serving areas.
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V series 
are highly 
concentrated, 
highly effective, 
environmentally 
sound cleaning 
chemicals. 


